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This model paper contains important information about requirements, content and process of
submission for the Designs for Learning Conference. This extended abstract contains
information about formatting requirements, but do not name font size etc., as we expect you to
use this document as template. Begin with a maximum of 5 lines short introduction in Italic.

Keywords: up to 5 keywords
REQUIREMENTS [HEADING]

The maximum paper length is 5.000 characters incl. spaces and a maximum of 3 pages
including figures, tables and pictures. Do not add any page numbers, headers or footers. The
electronic proceeding of the conference is formatted on A4 paper.
Headings are capitalised and centralised on the page and can be used, though keep in mind
this is an extended abstract (very short research paper), so use them scarcely. Do not number
your headings and do not use any further levels of headings. You can apply bold and italics in
the text as appropriate, but do not use other styles. Use normal capitalisation within the text
and italics for emphasis (not bold).
Paragraphs are even justified, using indents on all paragraphs following a paragraph. I.e.
paragraphs following headings, figures, and tables. Do not use endnotes or footnotes for these
extended abstracts, but do provide a couple (1-4) of key references using the APA-style
format. Please note, that if English is not your native language we recommend that you have
your paper proofread by a fluent (preferably native). If you wish to make acknowledgements
in your paper, these should appear immediately before the references at the end of the paper,
using the heading: acknowledgements.
All figures, tables and pictures should be placed centred on the page, close to and
following the description in the text. Figures should thus be referenced in the text and
preferable preceding the figure placement and caption (see figure 1). Due to the copy edit,
typesetting and press process, it may be necessary for us to shift images, but we try to keep
the pictures where the authors have placed them.
A figure
example....

Figure 1: This is an example figure and caption text

Linked diagrams and tables, inserted from other packages, cause particular problems
when typesetting. PLEASE DO NOT DO THIS. Instead create an image in a format as listed
above and insert this

CONTENT, SUBMISSION, REVIEW AND PRESENTATION

The extended abstract should contain a description of: the research goal and the domain; the
theoretical perspectives; the empirical foundation, and the research contribution. Some things
that can be omitted in an extended abstract are, for example, future work, very specific details
of tests, institutional information and ramifications that are not relevant to the key ideas of the
abstract.
Submit the extended abstract to: dfl2012@dpu.dk, in a .doc or .docx format, where you
clearly indicate in the subject and body of the e-mail which of the following category your
submission belongs to: 1. Completed research projects; 2. Research and development projects
under progress or 3. PhD projects.
The abstract will undergo an editorial review (not a double blind review) and we will
return with information on whether or not your abstract has been accepted for presentation,
prior to the deadline for early bird registration 10. January 2012. As soon as we know the
number of accepted papers, we will prepare the final program, and let you know about your
timeslot for the presentation.
Important note on presentation and author relations: As we in this conference aim at a
very interactive environment, we aim at only having authors present one paper. Therefore if
multiple abstracts are accepted for presentation different co-authors need to present each
extended abstract. Presenter’s registration must be completed 1 Month prior to the conference,
and only abstracts with corresponding registered presenters are accepted for the electronic
proceeding.
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APA-style (2011), from the American Psychological Association, Retrieved November 2011,
from http://www.apastyle.org, first time users of the APA-style and novices in writing
research papers could benefit from the tutorial at:
http://www.apastyle.org/learn/tutorials/basics-tutorial.aspx

